The purpose of this paper is to describe an apparatus recently built which has been designed to measure these distributions. 1 A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig.2 . The next two sections discuss the 2.
design considerations and the essential parts of the working instrument.
The last section presents some experimental results of reactive, scattering obtained in this system. It is hoped that the detailed description of the instrument aids in the wide utilization of this technology for studies of surface chemical reactions.
Design Considera~ions
There are two concerns which dominate the design considerations:
the maximization of the product signal relative to the background intensity at the mass number of interest,and the maintenance of ultrahigh vacuum in the sample surface chamber. The maximization of the product signal relative to the background intensity is accomplished primarily by differentially pumping the beam source and the detector. This arrangement allows the beam source to operate at high pressures so that the flux of molecules in the beam incident on,the surface is much higher (10 4 :1) than the flux of molecules incident onthesurface from the background gas in the main scattering chamber. In addition, since the flux incident on the sample surface at a distance r decreases with respect to the flux leaving the source as l/r 2 , the distance between the source and the surface must be minimized (about 3" ). However, the detector must be positioned at a distance from the surface ( 6 11 ), which is large compared to the ionizer length of the quadrupole mass spectrometer (0.25 11 ),in order to achieve sufficient velocity resolution (8%). Because the detector is far from the surface, product ionization probabilities are small and product angular distributions broad, the detector is doubly differentially pumped to reduce the contribution from the main chamber to the background product signal. The background product signal in the main chamber arises from the residual part of the product angular distribution and from product produced on the walls or in the pumps of the main chamber. It is also necessary to have a high pumping speed in the main chamber to minimize this background contribution at the detector. Another major source of background signal at the detector is from the beam load. This is most effectively solved by allowing the beam to pass through tha ionizer and mass spectrometer chamber before 3.
it collides with a wall. Lack of space prevented this implementation.
A high pumping speed in the detector chamber also minimizes the background due to the beam load and outgassing, mainly H 2 , from the bulk of the stain~ less steel walls. The outgassing rate of the walls of the detector chamber is reduced by baking the stainless steel chamber in a vacuum over at high temperature. This procedure reduces the outgassing rate of stainless lb d liquid-nitrogen trapped-diffusion pump which can be isolated from the main chamber by a metal sealed gate valve.
Detector Chamber
The detector chamber is enclosed entirely in the main chamber. Since the magnets of the 30 1/sec ion pumps which are employed as pumps on each of the two differential chambers are incompatible with ultrahigh vacuum, the detector chamber is double walled. The outer jacket houses the magnets and is connected to the atmosphere by a set of three flexible bellows.
The detector chamber is cooled by circulating water through the outer jacket. This cooled surface area allows more efficient pumping of the titanium sublimators which are present in each of the differential chambers.
The detector chamber is supported and rotates on a ring mounted inside the movable section of the main chamber as shown in Fig.2 . The rotational motion of the detector is provided by a linear and angular motion feedthrough. With the present slit arrangement, the angular resolution is 1,5°.
A cross-beam Pierce gun~type ionizer~ UTI quadrupole rods and electronics, and a Channeltron electron multiplier comprise the mass spectrometer 6.
detector. The flight path between the center of the ionizer of the mass spectrometer and the chopper wheel is about 12 em. The chopper wheel is clamped on the shaft of a Globe 75A814 motor which is bolted onto the side of the detector chamber so that the scattered beam is modulated just before entering the first collimating slit, as shown in Fig.3 . The 8 11 diameter titanium~aluminum alloy chopper wheel has a pseudo~random slit pattern machined into its periphery, The cross correlation technique for time~of~flight analysis is used primarily because of its large duty cycle (50%) compared to the single shot method (2%). 5 A light emitting diode and a photodiode receptor (Sharp GL514/PD 50PI) mounted around the chopper wheel produce a trigger signal for every revolution of the wheel.
Manipulator
The manipulator has four main parts, The xy carriage (Fig.4) which mounts the whole of the manipulator bolts directly onto the main chamber.
The xy carriage has additional feedthroughs for providing a coolant to the is formed. This smallreaction probability and broad angular distribution underscores the need for close and intense incident beams and differential pumping of the detector. It is calculated that the background count would be at least one order of magnitude higher if the mass spectrometer were placed in the main chamber. It is desirable to increase the total counting rate since the time required to achieve a given signal to noise decreases in proportion to an increase in the counting rate for signals much smaller than the background. The total counting rate can be increased by improving the mass spectrometer detector efficiency through additional quadrupole lensing on the ionizer and higher RF frequency on the quadrupole rods which will increase the sensitivity of the mass filter for low mass numbers. 
